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                                           Sigmund Freud was the founder of Psychoanalysis: Sigmund Freud was not afraid to turn the world upside down and/or inside out to perceive  truth: Sigmund 
                                           Freud a total devotee to Self understanding possessed a lightening gift of insight: One of the greatest if not the greatest the world has ever seen: Sigmund 
                                           Freud is known for his studies of Dreams: Sexual Desire: Repression The Unconscious Mind: Mob Psychology: Sigmund Freud’s work has been tremendously influential 
                                           on fields as diverse as: Art: History: Philosphy: Psychology: Medicine: Many people today earn a living trying to prove that everything Sigmund Freud thought 
                                           was false: Especially: There is no god: Most boys want to fuck their mothers: Most girls want to fuck their fathers: Dreams are wishes: Since the imago of Psycho 
                                           analysis: Free Association: Has been drugged to death by the medical profession and its devotees: Most of the people who make use of Sigmund Freud’s ideas today are 
                                           the Central Intelligence Agency and the Advertising Industry: And a scattering of fortunate people with the gift of insight whose lives have been resuscitated by 
                                           Psychoanalysis and or its fashionable or underground copycats: We have the memory of brilliant unsolicited orphan Jewish dreams fulfilled by ragged Jews fleeing 
                                           screwball Russia to travel to America: By Albert Einstein who dreamt on a trolley in Berne in 1904 of riding on light and perceiving relative truth: Then after 
                                           centuries of Jewish dreams wishing every year: Next year in Jerusalem: This wish which when I was a child was considered a fantasy due to the stupidity in cement 
                                           of the Arabs and British who controlled it: The Israeli Paratroopers on June 7: 1967 crying at the Wailing Wall at the Temple Mount in Jerusalem1: But Sigmund 
                                           Freud was the first Jew since Joseph whose inner and outer lives had the uncanny feature of brilliant dreams coming true: Sigmund Freud had a dream that a plaque  
                                           saying: Here on July 24: 1895 the secret of the dream revealed itself to Dr. Sigmund Freud: was placed on the building that contained his office and home in Vienna: On  
                                           this building 19 Bergestrasse in Vienna there is now a plaque that says: Here on July 24: 1895 the secret of the dream revealed itself to Dr. Sigmund Freud: 
                                           And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another contradictor of the argument that humans are completely unable to do with out the consolation 
                                           of the religious illusion: That without it they could not bear the troubles of life and the cruelties of reality: That is true: Certainly: Of the people into whom 
                                           you have instilled the sweet: Or bitter sweet: Poison from childhood onwards: But what of the other people who have been sensibly brought up?: Perhaps 
                                           those who do not suffer from the neurosis will need no intoxicant to deaden it. They will it is true find themselves in a difficult situation: They will have to 
                                           admit to themselves the full extent of their helplessness and their insignificance in the machinery of the universe: They can no longer be the center of creation: 
                                           No longer the object of tender care on the part of beneficent Providence: They will be in the same position as a child who has left the parental house where 
                                           they were so warm and comfortable: But surely infantilism is destined to be surmounted: People cannot remain children forever: They must in the end go 
                                           out into hostile life: We may call this education to reality: Need I confess to you that the sole purpose of my book is to point out the necessity for this forward 
                                           step?: You are afraid probably that they will not stand up to the hard test?: Well let us at least hope they will: It is something at any rate to know that one  
                                           is thrown upon one’s own resources: One learns then to make a proper use of them: And humans are not entirely without assistance: Their scientific 
                                           knowledge has taught them much since the days of the deluge and it will increase their power still further: And as for the great necessities of Fate against 
                                           which there is no help they will learn to endure them with resignation: Of what ♥use to them is the mirage of wide acres in the moon whose harvest no one 
                                           has ever yet seen?: As honest smallholders on this earth they will know how to cultivate their plot in such a way that it supports them: By withdrawing 
                                           their expectations from the other world and concentrating all their liberated energies into their life on earth they will probably succeed in achieving 
                                           a state of things in which life will become tolerable for everyone and civilization no longer oppressive to anyone: Then with one of our fellow 
                                           unbelievers: Heinrich Heine: They will be able to say without regret: We leave heaven to the angels and the sparrows2: With a hearty ah be gezhunt too: 
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The Qashqa'i  Shekarlu rug on the couch was made by a nomadic tribes of the Qashqa'i  confederacy in Persia in the  
nineteenth century: Sigmund Freud's patients reclined on this couch to attempt to relate all that came up in their minds: 
Now some psychotherapists work with a hundred patients at a time on a large rug in the hope they will encourage each other’s 
attempts to relate all that may come up in their minds  learning much from each other: There has come to be a trendy saying 

about this: 2 CEOs cannot sleep in one mega corporation: 100 seekers of Self  knowledge can sleep on one rug: 
 
 

1:  PARATROOPERS  CRY:   http://info.jpost.com/2000/Supplements/JerusalemDay/paratroopers.html 
 

 
 

2:   Sigmund Freud: The Future Of An Illusion: End Of Part IX: 1927 
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